Say that a graph has persistent transition if the Ising model on the graph can exhibit a phase transition (nonuniqueness of Gibbs measures) in the presence of a nonzero external eld. We show that for nonamenable graphs, for Bernoulli percolation with p close to 1, all the in nite clusters have persistent transition. On the other hand, we show that for transitive amenable graphs, the in nite clusters for any stationary percolation do not have persistent transition. This extends a result of Georgii for the cubic lattice. A geometric consequence of this latter fact is that the in nite clusters are strongly amenable (i.e., their anchored Cheeger constant is 0). Finally we show that the critical temperature for the Ising model with no external eld on the in nite clusters of Bernoulli percolation with parameter p, on an arbitrary bounded degree graph, is a continuous function of p.
Introduction
A great deal of interest has recently been dedicated to the study of statistical mechanics type processes on (in nite, locally nite, connected) graphs other than Euclidean lattices. Particularly important are the ways in which the geometry of the graph is re ected in the behavior of the process. Two of the most important models which are being studied in this context are Research In this paper we are concerned with these two processes and also with their interrelations. Primarily we study the Ising model on a diluted graph, i.e., a graph from which sites have been randomly removed (in a quenched fashion, in the language of physics). As a byproduct, we obtain a new result about the geometry of in nite clusters; in this way this paper provides one more link between the theory of percolation and the Ising model.
There are various ways in which one can look at our investigation. On one hand, the study of Ising models on diluted graphs can be seen as a chapter in the study of statistical mechanics models in random environments, a very fundamental and active area of research. From this perspective we mention the papers 24 42] , where the problem was addressed on trees.
On the other hand, our investigation can be seen as part of the large project of understanding the properties of in nite clusters in percolation, and how these properties relate to the properties of the graph on which percolation is being performed. From this perspective it is natural to look at the phase diagram of statistical mechanics models on the in nite clusters and also to ask if the features of such phase diagrams unveil facts about the clusters' geometry. Such issues are akin to the study of random walks on graphs and Brownian motion on manifolds and the question of how their behaviors are related to the geometry of the underlying space.
2 Strong amenability and weak nonamenability Throughout this paper, G = (V; E) will be an in nite, locally nite, connected graph. If W V is nite, let @W = fu 2 V nW : 9v 2 W : v ug where v u means that v and u are neighbors.
We write @ G W if we need to make the graph G explicit. In the above, locally nite means that for each x 2 V , j@fxgj < 1. If for some nite D, for each x 2 V , j@fxgj D, then the graph is said to be of bounded degree.
Write Aut(G) for the group of graph automorphisms of the graph G.
De nition 2.1 A graph G = (V; E) is called transitive if for any x; y 2 V there exists a 2 Aut(G) which maps x to y. In other words G is transitive if Aut(G) acts transitively on V , i.e., it produces a single orbit. A graph G = (V; E) is called quasi-transitive if Aut(G) acting on V produces a nite number of orbits.
In general, qualitative features of transitive graphs are also shared by quasi-transitive graphs. For simplicity we will only consider transitive ones below, even when the statements could be extended to quasi-transitive graphs.
De nition 2.2 Let G = (V; E) be an in nite, locally nite, connected graph. The Cheeger constant (G) for G, is de ned by (G) := inf j@Wj jWj : W V; 0 < jWj < 1 : If (G) = 0, G is said to be amenable and in case (G) > 0, G is said to be nonamenable.
It is a well established fact that that the (non-)amenability of a graph has important consequences for the behavior of various probabilistic processes associated with the graph. For instance, in the case of random walks and their spectral gaps this relation goes back to 38] and 39] (see, e.g., 4] for references to the subsequent developments on this relationship). In the current surge of interest in probabilistic processes on graphs, a driving force has been establishing many more relationships between the processes and the amenability of the underlying graph (see e.g., 4], 36], 35]), while other relations are being conjectured (e.g., that for Bernoulli percolation on transitive graphs amenability is a necessary and su cient condition for the absence of a phase with in nitely many in nite clusters { the su ciency is known from the methods in 12]).
We should mention that the de nition of the Cheeger constant varies somewhat from paper to paper, in that sometimes the vertex boundary used in the de nition above is replaced with the edge boundary. This distinction is only important when the graph is not of bounded degree or when the Cheeger constant is used in numerical estimates (e.g., of a spectral gap, or a critical point), but is irrelevant in regard to the de nition of amenability of graphs of bounded degree. Some other variations in the de nition of amenability are also immaterial and are discussed in the Appendix. In contrast, the next de nition produces an essentially distinct notion.
De nition 2.3 Let G = (V; E) be an in nite, locally nite, connected graph. Fix a vertex 0 2 V . The anchored Cheeger constant (G) for G, is de ned by (G) := lim n!1 inf j@Wj jWj : 0 2 W V; W connected ; n jWj < 1 : If (G) = 0, G is said to be strongly amenable and in case (G) > 0, G is said to be weakly nonamenable.
It is easy to see that the value of (G), and hence also the notion of strong amenability, does not depend on the choice of 0 in V . It is also clear that (G) (G) and hence strong amenability implies amenability, or equivalently nonamenability implies weak nonamenability. A graph that is amenable but is not strongly amenable can be obtained by attaching a sequence of paths of lengths 1,2,... at a very sparse sequence of vertices of a nonamenable graph. In contrast, it is elementary to see that a transitive amenable graph is strongly amenable (see the Appendix). As we will also mention in the appendix, replacing \lim n!1 " with \inf n " in the de nition of (G) will not a ect its positivity (although there will then be a dependence on the vertex 0).
The anchored Cheeger constant was introduced in 6, Section 6], where one can nd a detailed discussion of the motivation in introducing this object, references to earlier work which motivated this de nition and conjectures on how it relates to random walks on the graph. It was further studied in 15] and 56]. In these two papers some fundamental questions from 6] were answered, including a proof in the former paper that non-degenerate Galton-Watson trees are weakly nonamenable and a proof in the latter paper that the lim inf speed of the symmetric random walk on any weakly nonamenable in nite connected graph of bounded degree is almost surely strictly positive.
It is usually equally natural to consider site or bond percolation on a graph. Except in Section 6, we will in this paper only consider site percolation. Results similar to the ones stated in this context hold also for bond percolation, either because the same proofs apply, or because bond percolation on a given graph is identical to site percolation on its cover (line) graph (and the line graph of a quasi-transitive graph is also quasi-transitive). Recall that an induced subgraph is a graph obtained by taking a subset of the vertices and then all edges between these vertices which were present in the original graph.
In Bernoulli (that is, i.i.d.) site percolation with retention parameter p 2 0; 1] on G = (V; E), each vertex (site) is independently assigned the value 1 (occupied, open) with probability p, and the value 0 (vacant, closed) with probability 1 ? p. We write P G p , or simply P p , for the resulting probability measure on f0; 1g V . Clusters are the connected components of the graph obtained by deleting from G all the vacant vertices and all the edges incident to these vertices. C(x) will denote the cluster containing x (which might be empty). By Kolmogorov's zero-one law, the existence of at least one in nite cluster has probability 0 or 1, and one de nes p c (G) = inffp 2 0; 1] : P G p (9 an in nite cluster) = 1g:
In this paper we will also consider more general stationary (or invariant) percolation processes on a transitive graph. Such a process can be seen as simply a probability measure on f0; 1g V which is invariant under Aut(G). This binary random eld is then interpreted in the same way as in the case of Bernoulli percolation, with clusters having the same de nition as above. One says that the nite energy condition holds if on any nite set of vertices each con guration of occupied and vacant vertices has positive conditional probability given any con guration outside of this set. 31] , is that, under certain conditions, certain types of properties are shared by all the in nite clusters, in that with probability 1, either they all have the property or they all do not have the property. This is referred to as indistinguishability. We will return to this type of result in Section 4.
It is natural to ask whether the amenability or nonamenability of a graph is \inherited" by the in nite clusters on this graph, at least in the Bernoulli case. The answer is trivially \yes" when p = 1, but otherwise, and if the graph is of bounded degree, it is negative, since it is not hard to see that all the in nite clusters then a.s. contain arbitrarily large chains of vertices with degree 2 (see, e.g., 51, proof of Lemma 1]), and therefore are always amenable.
In 6, Question 6.5], it is asked whether for Bernoulli percolation on a nonamenable graph all the in nite clusters are always weakly nonamenable. In 15] this is proved to be the case if p is large. On the other hand we observe here that in general this cannot be the case for reasons that we explain next. First we recall that a weakly nonamenable graph has p c < 1, as can be seen e.g. from 7, proof of Theorem 2]. Second, we recall that it is also known that there exist nonamenable graphs (of bounded degree) on which at the critical point there is a.s. an in nite cluster. (For this we can take G as a spherically symmetric tree, meaning that all vertices at the same distance from a given vertex, called the root, have the same degree, constructed as follows.
Choose the degree of the vertices at distance n from the root recursively in n, either as 3, if the number of such vertices is more than 2n 2 2 n , or as 4, otherwise. It is clear that for large n, the number of vertices at distance n from the root will be in the interval (n 2 2 n ; 4n 2 2 n ). Then it is clear that G is nonamenable, and from 44, Theorem 2.1] we obtain that p c (G) = 1=2 and that there is percolation on G at criticality.) Now, if such an in nite cluster at criticality were weakly nonamenable, by performing Bernoulli percolation on it with a large retention parameter, we would obtain in nite clusters. But then a standard coupling argument shows that our original nonamenable graph has in nite clusters at a retention parameter smaller than its critical point, and this is a contradiction. A minor modi cation of this example shows that one can also obtain strongly amenable in nite clusters for Bernoulli percolation on a nonamenable graph G with retention parameter p > p c (G). For this purpose it is enough to connect, by means of a single extra edge, two disjoint nonamenable graphs, one of which is the one of the previous argument, while the other has a strictly smaller critical point.
Combining the above mentioned result from 15] with one of our contributions in this paper, we state the following result. (ii) If G is transitive and amenable, then for any stationary percolation on G, a.s. all the in nite clusters (if any exist) are strongly amenable.
The proof of (ii) will be explained after we state Theorem 3.4.
It is clear that the assumption of transitivity cannot simply be removed in (ii), since by connecting, by means of a single extra edge, two disjoint graphs, exactly one of which is amenable, one obtains an amenable graph which will, with positive probability, contain weakly nonamenable in nite clusters for large p (as follows by using (i) above).
To put part (ii) of Theorem 2.4 in the proper perspective, we note the following easy result. In this statement, the meaning of subexponential growth is, as usual, that the number of vertices within distance n from a given vertex is bounded above by functions of the type C 1 exp(C 2 n), with C 2 arbitrarily close to 0. Proposition 2.5 Let G be an in nite, locally nite, connected graph of subexponential growth.
Then every in nite connected subgraph of G is strongly amenable.
To see why this proposition is true, note that if a graph has subexponential growth, then all its connected subgraphs also have subexponential growth. On the other hand, if a graph is weakly nonamenable, then it is clear that the number of vertices at distance exactly n+1 from a given vertex 0 is larger than a xed positive fraction of the number of vertices within distance n from 0. Hence the number of vertices within distance n from 0 grows exponentially fast with n. In the case in which G is a tree, Question 2.6 was answered a rmatively in 15, Corollary 3 Ising model on in nite clusters and persistent transition
We shall study some aspects of the phase diagram for the Ising model on the in nite clusters (viewed as graphs in themselves) of a percolation process. In this section we are mainly interested in whether the phase coexistence region contains some pair (h; J) with h 6 = 0. Throughout this paper, we assume J 0.
De nition 3.1 Let G = (V; E) be an in nite locally nite graph. Let be a probability measure on f?1; 1g V and let X be a random element chosen according to . We say that is a Gibbs measure for the Ising model on G Note that in (ii) under the extra assumption of nite energy there is at most one in nite cluster to which the statement applies. But this is not necessarily the case without this extra assumption, and one can have exactly k in nite clusters for any k 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g f1g; see e.g.
13].
Note: When we rst proved part (ii) of Theorem 2.4, it was surprising to us that this geometric statement was proved as a corollary to a statement concerning the Ising model on the in nite clusters. After receiving the rst version of this paper, Oded Schramm (personal communication) found a more direct proof of it. We are only able to provide some partial answers to this question, as we explain next. By the robustness property discussed in the previous paragraph and Kolmogorov's zero-one law, an equivalent de nition would be to require that the P H p -probability in (2) 
In the case where H is transitive, the set in (2) This result is di erent in spirit from our other results, in that it has little to do with the geometry of H. We do not know whether the bounded degree assumption is essential (with bond percolation instead of site percolation, it is not; see Theorem 6.1).
Regarding the behavior of h c (H; p; J), one can ask similar questions. Note that it is not even clear whether h c (H; p; J) is decreasing in p. Indeed, in 53] it was shown that it is possible for a subgraph to have an Ising model phase coexistence region larger than the full graph.
No persistent transition in the amenable case
In this section we prove part (ii) of Theorem 3.4. There is no loss of generality in assuming that our percolation process is ergodic, i.e., that the -algebra of automorphism invariant events is trivial under the law of the percolation process. (This is because stationary processes are mixtures of the ergodic ones. See, e.g., 22, Section 14.1].) So in this section we add the assumption of ergodicity. We need to create an automorphism invariant measure which represents our rst performing percolation and then coupling monotonically the plus and minus measures for each of the in nite clusters.
To do this, we rst need to construct a canonical coupling of +;J;h G and ?;J;h G for an arbitrary graph G = (V; E) (and for any values for the parameters J and h). We do this by considering a Markov chain which has the two measures above as stationary distributions and by using ideas based on the Propp{Wilson coupling-from-the-past algorithm (see 50] and 10]).
Let fA i;t ; U i;t g i2V;t2Z;t<0 be independent random variables with P(A i;t = 1) = 1 ? P(A i;t = 0) = 1=2 and U i;t uniform on 0; 1] for each i and t . The coupling of +;J;h G and ?;J;h G that we will obtain will be measurable with respect to the above random variables. For t < 0, let f t be the (random) map from f 1g V to itself given by In this section, we prove Theorem 4.4. We will rst prove an analogous result (without the bounded degree assumption) with bond percolation instead of site percolation; this is Theorem 6.1 below. For p 2 0; 1] and H = (V; E), write P H p;bond for the probability measure on f0; 1g E where each edge independently takes value 1 (occupied) or 0 (vacant) with respective probabilities p and 1 ? p. Let De nition 6.2 The random-cluster measure r;q G with parameters r 2 0; 1] and q > 0 for a nite graph G = (V; E), is the probability measure on f0; 1g E which to each 2 f0; 1g E assigns probability r;q G ( ) = r n 1 ( ) (1 ? r) n 0 ( ) q k( ) Z r;q G where n 0 ( ) (resp. n 1 ( )) is the number of edges taking value 0 (resp. 1) in , k( ) is the number of connected components in , and Z r;q G is a normalizing constant.
The key to drawing conclusions about the Ising model from the random-cluster model is the following well-known result. (Note that the Ising model on a nite graph of course has a unique Gibbs measure.) Proposition 6.3 Let G = (V; E) be a nite graph, x r 2 (0; 1) and consider the following way of picking a random spin con guration X 2 f?1; 1g V . First pick a random edge con guration Y 2 f0; 1g E according to the random-cluster measure r;2 G . Then toss an independent fair coin for each connected component C in Y to decide whether all vertices v 2 C should take value X(v) = ?1, or whether they all should take value +1. Then X is distributed according to the Gibbs measure for the Ising model on G with J = ? 1 2 log(1 ? r) and h = 0.
Next, we consider another model living on the edge set of G, which we can view as an edgediluted random-cluster model. Fix p; r 2 0; 1], and let r;2;p G be the probability measure on f?1; 0; 1g E corresponding to rst assigning value ?1 independently to each edge with probability 1 ?p, and then assigning values 0 and 1 to the remaining edges according to the randomcluster measure with parameters r and q = 2 on the subgraph of G obtained by deleting all edges with value ?1.
Also let~ r;2;p G be the probability measure on f0; 1g E corresponding to rst picking Y 2 f?1; 0; 1g E according to r;2;p G , and then obtainingỸ 2 f0; 1g E by lettingỸ (e) = maxf0; Y (e)g for each e 2 E (i.e. by changing all ?1's to 0's in Y ).
Suppose now that we pickỸ 2 f0; 1g E according to~ r;2;p G , and then pick X 2 f0; 1g V by assigning independent random spins (?1 or 1 with probability 1 2 each) to the connected components ofỸ . It follows from the construction and Proposition 6.3 that X has the same distribution as the Ising model with parameters J = ? 1 2 log(1?r) and h = 0 on the percolation clusters of G under P G p;bond . (This fact will be implicitly used in (14) below.)
Next, we need to discuss stochastic domination in some detail. For two con gurations ; 0 2 f0; 1g E , we write 0 if (e) 0 (e) for all e 2 E. For two probability measures P and P 0 on f0; 1g E , we say that P is stochastically dominated by P 0 , writing P D P 0 , if there exists a pair (Y; Y 0 ) of f0; 1g E -valued random variables such that (i) Y has distribution P, (ii) Y 0 has distribution P 0 , and (iii) Y Y 0 with probability 1.
The following stochastic domination result is a major step towards proving Theorem 6.1. 
The proof of this result is based on Holley's Lemma 32], a close variant of which we state (and will use) next; see also 28] for a formulation (and a proof) which includes the variant stated here.
Lemma 6.5 ( 32] ) Let P and P 0 be two probability measures on f0; 1g E , where E is any nite set, and assume that P and P 0 both assign positive probability to every element of f0; 1g E . Let Y and Y 0 be f0; 1g E -valued random objects with distributions P and P 0 . Suppose that for every e 2 E and all ; 0 2 f0; 1g Enfeg such that (13) and (14) By letting i ! 1 and using (13) and (14), we arrive at the conclusion that if the (0; J)-Ising We claim that there exists a sequence (i n ) n 1 , i n 2 I n , such that W n = W 0 n;in satis es (19) . To justify this claim, suppose otherwise. Then there exists > 0 and a strictly increasing sequence (n j ) j 1 , lim j!1 n j = 1, such that for all j and all i 2 I n j , we would have j@W 0 n j ;i j jW 0 n j ;i j. The conditions in the two propositions above cannot be combined, since we know that strong amenability is distinct from amenability. However, Proposition 7.1 has the following analogue for strong amenability. Also regarding the notion of strong amenability, it is worth mentioning that instead of using the anchored Cheeger constant, it can be de ned in terms of the constant 0 (G) := inf j@Wj jWj : 0 2 W V; W connected, jWj < 1 :
Clearly (G) 0 (G) (G), with strict inequalities being possible. Moreover, the value of 0 (G) depends on the choice of 0, while that of (G) does not. For these reasons, (G) is generally a better constant than 0 (G) when one is interested in estimating critical points and other numerical features of the graph. But note that (G) = 0 i 0 (G) = 0, so that 0 (G) = 0 is an equivalent de nition of strong amenability. This observation provides the following corollary to Proposition 7.2. Proposition 7.4 Suppose that G is an in nite, locally nite, transitive graph. Then G is amenable i it is strongly amenable.
The following is a mean ergodic theorem for stationary processes on amenable transitive graphs. It might be well known but we include it here, since we could not nd it in the literature. Theorem 7.5 Let G = (V; E) be an in nite locally nite transitive amenable graph, and 0 be a xed element of V . Let (S; S) be a measurable space, and be an automorphism invariant probability measure on (S V ; S V ) such that R ( 0 ) 2 d ( ) < 1. If fF n g n 1 is a F lner sequence for G, such that F n % V , then Then eachF n is a compact set andF n % ?. Moreover, using (21) and the fact that the F n 's are a F lner sequence for G, one can show that fF n g n 1 is a F lner sequence for ? in the sense giving us the result.
The mean ergodic theorem above can be extended to quasi-transitive graphs, by combining the arguments in its proof with 4, Lemma 3.10 and Proposition 3.6]. The result can be stated as follows, where we are using notation introduced in the proof above. Theorem 7.6 Let G = (V; E) be an in nite locally nite quasi-transitive amenable graph, and f0 1 ; :::; 0 L g be a complete set of representatives in V of the orbits of the automorphism group of G. Let (S; S) be a measurable space, and be an automorphism invariant probability measure on (S V ; S V ) such that R ( 0 i ) 2 
